Windowed Face Mask Pattern
(NO FILTER)

Modified from free pattern found at "https://www.craftpassion.com/?p=26304"
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Modified by Kit Kenyon to accommodate communities in which lip reading is prevalent.
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FACEMASK
CUT 4 PER MASK
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Check scale here
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CLEAR WINDOW
CUT 1 PER MASK
(on fold)
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Windowed Face Mask Sewing Pattern - Craft Passion

Yield: 3 Sizes - Small, Medium, Large

Windowed Face Mask Sewing
Pattern
Specially designed for the deaf & hard of hearing communities,
the Windowed Face Mask was modiﬁed from the original Craft
Passion Face Mask (non-pocket version) to include a clear
window; by means of using vinyl or a clear plastic sheet; at the
mouth area to aid them in communication.
Contributor: Kit Kenyon
Active Time
45 minutes

Total Time
45 minutes

Difﬁculty
Avid Beginner

Estimated Cost
$1 - $5

Materials
Main Fabric (cotton), 13" x 7", prewashed
Lining Fabric (cotton or ﬂannel), 13" x 7", prewashed
Plastic Fabric (Ex. 4 Gauge Vinyl), 4" x 5"
Elastic cord: for ear loops, 8" x 2, or, for head tie, 18" x 1, (this is an approximate length, please
measure with your own elastic band to judge; as everyone's head and sizes are different)
or, shoelace/ribbon/cord/t-shirt yarn with at least 44" length for the head tie
Windowed Face Mask Template, 3 sizes

Tools
Sewing essential
Sewing Machine or hand sew
Iron
Pencil or soluble fabric marker
Seamstress tracing wheel and paper (optional)

Instructions
1. Print the pdf document of this instruction (8 pages, already included pattern template). Trace and/or
cut the mask pieces according to the sizes needed.
Privacy - Terms

https://www.craftpassion.com/wp-json/mv-create/v1/creations/71/print
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2. With your marking tools, trace pattern pieces on the wrong side of fabric then cut out your pieces.
Snip fabric along facing snip markings for each face mask piece.

3. With right sides together, sew together two mask side pieces along the center seam with ¼" seam
allowance to create a mask half. Repeat with remaining face mask pieces. Finish seams as desired.
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(wrong Side View)

(right Side View)
4. On the wrong side of the fabric, press seams to one side. Create the window facing by folding
fabric along with the window opening over ¼" to the wrong side and press. Be careful not to
overextend the fabric where your facing snips end. Repeat along all four sides (the "top" and "bottom"
sides may be slightly curved when pressed). Then repeat for remaining mask half.
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5. With one mask half, use the fold line from cutting the vinyl or plastic window to align the window
piece with the center seam of one of the mask halves (this becomes the front half of the mask). Note:
the shape of the window piece does not match with the opening of the mask, you may trim out the
excess later.
I ﬁnd it easiest to ﬁrst lightly fold the window into the mask half (as shown) and slowly stretch the top
and bottom of the center seam away from each other until the window seems to complete the curved
overall shape of the mask.

6. CAREFULLY pin the window in place at the center top and bottom pinning ONLY into the facing
area and NOT poking any holes into the exposed window plastic. Place pins through the right side of
the fabric.
Take your time positioning the window to pin along with the side facing areas (again, imagine the
window completing the shape of the mask, not stretching tightly from side to side). Pinning too early
then readjusting risks moving pinholes into the exposed window area. (This is already a ﬁlterless
mask so care is key in making sure they are protective where they can be.)

Privacy - Terms

7. With the right side of the fabric facing up, topstitch the window to the front mask halfway through
the facing you created. Stitch carefully, aiming for an ⅛" allowance between the facing fold and your
stitches. Be very careful not to stitch through the exposed part of the window. Go as slowly as you
need to.
https://www.craftpassion.com/wp-json/mv-create/v1/creations/71/print
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Note: Since we are going to sew through the vinyl twice (once to attach it to the front mask, once
when we sew the lining to it.), I later ﬁnd out that using basting stitch length will prevent vinyl or
plastic from tearing. So please set your stitch length longer instead of as shown in the picture. Same
applies when you are sewing through vinyl in again step 13.

8. With the right sides together, pin together the front mask half (with window) and the remaining
back mask half at the center seam.
9. Press the sides of each mask half towards the wrong side at least ¼" - use this opportunity to make
sure the front half (with the window attached) and the remaining back half are the same length (in
case of inconsistencies during cutting or uneven seam allowances). Then stabilize by pinning front to
back through the center of the mask side.
10. Stitch along the top and bottom seams with ¼" seam allowance. Carefully trim one or both layers
of the seam allowance, or trim with pinking shears to reduce bulk when turned out.

11. Turn out the mask, careful not to get tangled through the open window space of the back half.
Privacy - Terms

Press top and bottom seams, careful not to touch the plastic window with your iron. If possible,
reduce heat on your iron for pressing around the window area. DO NOT press any part of the window
area - it's just plastic. It'll melt.
12. Align and pin the front mask half to back through the facing areas. Again, be careful not to pin
through any of the exposed plastic.
https://www.craftpassion.com/wp-json/mv-create/v1/creations/71/print
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13. With the front mask half facing up, top stitch all the way around the facing along the existing
facing seam. Remember to set your stitch length longer than usual to prevent vinyl tearing.

14. Measure and cut elastic for the ear loops. Pin one end of the elastic about ½" inside the mask side
along the top and the other end along the bottom. Pin in place. (If using fabric ties, bias tape, or other
methods of afﬁxing the mask follow those alternate instructions. Then follow step 16 here).
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15. Stitch all the way down the side seam with a ¼" seam allowance, catching in the elastic at the top
and bottom. Repeat for the remaining side.
16.Mask shaping (as needed for best ﬁt): starting at the bottom edge of mask side, measure and mark
up at ½" and 1½" from the bottom. Folding the mask side, match the markings. Fold the bottom-most
½" of the mask side back down. Stitch and backstitch over the overlapping fabric.

Did you make this project?
Please leave a comment on the blog or share a photo on Instagram
© Joanne.L | Craft Passion
https://www.craftpassion.com/?p=42267
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